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1. lntroduction

(a) Context

My concern in this paper is with the legal rules which must be taken into account in the

negotiation of contracts between trustees and third parties in connection with the trust. Those

contracts vary considerably - they range from humble contracts for the acquisition of office

supplies to important (and often complex) investment contracts, service contracts, loan

contracts and so on. Of course, the humble contracts do not call for comment: the concern is

with contracts the terms of which would normally be formally documented. Generally, my

analysis is from the trustee's perspective.

Uppermost in the mind of any trustee who negotiates a contract will be the benefit of

the indemnity which the trustee enjoys in relation to its duties and functions as trustee.

Although the terms and scope of that indemnity are not matters of concern, in the sense that I

do not intend to discuss how the indemnity provisions of the trust instrument should be drafted,

it is self-evident that the trustee must always be conscious of the need to ensure, whenever

possible, that the liability of the trustee vis a vis the third party is more or less back-to-back with

the indemnity.

The importance of this topic cannot be doubted. lt is important not only for trustees but

also for those who advise trustees. After all, it will be recalled that in Asttey v Austrust Ltdl a

firm of solicitors which gave advice to the trustee of a trading trust in connection with its liability

as trustee was held to be negligent because it failed to advise the trustee that it would be

. This paper has been prepared for Conference use only. No part of the document is to be quoted
without the pennission of the autlror.

(1999) le7 CLR l; l6l ALR 155.
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personally liable in dealings with third parties unless it took steps to control its liability. \Nhen

the trust failed, the trustee became personally liable for losses that exceeded the value of the

trust property. The trustee should have limited its liability to the extent of the trust assets.

(b) /ssues

There are two principal issues. The first relates to the bases for trustee liability. The second

concerns the regulation of that liability by contract.

As we shall see, the bases upon which a trustee may be held liable to contractors in

connection with trustee contracts are many and various. lndeed, potentially, the trustee is liable

in the same rÂ/ay as any other contracting party. Moreover, its potential liability it is not limited to

contractual liability. Thus, even though (almost invariably) the trustee's principal contractual

obligation will be to pay money, this does not mean that the sole concern of a trustee is with its

potential liability in debt. lt must also have in mind liability to pay damages in contract, in tort or

under statute.

Nevertheless, the fact that the trustee's principal contractual obligation is to pay money

does impact on the contractual regulation of liability. Because the trustee is not a supplier of

goods or services to the third party, it will enjoy far greater freedom of contract, particularly in

relation to exclusion clauses, than the third pafi with whom it deals. However, as we will see, a

trustee does not enjoy complete freedom of contract.

(c) Nature and Extent of Liability

The liability of a trustee is almost invariably a personal liability.2 Accordingly, unless the

contract provides to the contrary, it is not limited by the assets of the trust which the trustee

administers.

As a contracting party, the extent of a trustee's liability depends primarily on the

contract. Since the meaning and effect of a contract are matters of construction, the extent of a

trustee's liability will generally be determined by interpretation. Of course, that underlines the

importance of contract drafting to the ultimate liability of the trustee. lt is clear beyond doubt

that a trustee is entitled to limit its liability to contractors by reference to the trust assets.3 This

will usually be achieved by reference to the trustee's right of indemnity.

2 Tlt" tt'ustee may be authorised by the trust deed to create secured interests, by way of morîgage
or charge. over trust assets.

3 Fot a fàirly recent renlirrd et' see llelt etic Invest¡nent Crn'p I'ty Ltd v Knight ( l9S4) g ACLR 773
(cÂ, NSw).
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Given that we are focusing on contract liability, the contract rules regulating liability are

very important. These are well established. The primary obligation of the trustee under most

contracts will be to pay money. An obligation to pay money is a strict obligation. lt is no use the

trustee claiming that it has not been negligent: if it fails to pay, it is liable in contract. Of course,

a trustee may be subject to other obligations. Whether these attract a strict duty or one

requiring the exercise of care or diligence will depend on the construction of the contract.

Because a breach of contract is actionable per se, the mere fact of breach will expose

the trustee to a liability. However, the extent of liability will ultimately be determined by specific

rules and requirements, principally causation and remoteness. The contract rule in relation to

the latter is, of course, the rule in Hadley v Baxendale:A

Where two parties have made a contract which one of them has

broken, the damages which the other party ought to receive in respect

of such breach of contract should be such as may fairly and

reasonably be considered either arising naturally, ie, according to the

usual course of things, from such breach of contract itself, or such as

may reasonably be supposed to have been in the contemplation of
both parties, at the time they made the contract, as the probable result

of the breach of it.

Under the first limb of the rule, unless the parties have agreed otherwise, a defendant

is responsible for 'natural' losses, of which the parties are presumed to be aware. Under the

second limb, unless the parties have agreed othenryise, a defendant is responsible for losses in

the contemplation of bofh parties, in the sense that they relate to circumstances of which the

parties were actually aware. I deal laterS with the implications of the rule for contract drafting.

For the moment it is sufficient to make one point.

The assessment of damages may be affected by whether the contract has been

terminated for breach or repudiation. lf the trustee commits a material breach which leads to

termination of the contract, the trustee will become liable to pay 'loss of bargain' damages.

Such damages are damages assessed by reference to the difference between the market

value of the contract or its subject matter at the time of breach and the price (or monetary

equivalent) expressed in the contract. Accordingly, the prima facie liability of a trustee is the

difference between what it agreed to pay the third party and what the third party can reasonably

4 (18-54)9Ex 341at354: l56ER l45ar t5lperAldcrsorrB.
5 S"" below. text at n 38ff.
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obtain for its services under a replacement contract. ln Shev/l v Buitders Licensing Aoard ttre

High Court treated recovery of loss of bargain damages as an instance of recovery of

consequential loss. However, it is clear that loss of bargain damages are recovered under the

first limb of the rule. This illustrates that, for the purposes of damages rules, the distinction

between direct loss and consequential loss is not the same as the contract drawn in the two

limbs of the rule in Hadley v Baxendale.

Of course, the extent of a trustee's personal liability is not determined solely by the law

of contract. Liability in tort or under statute may be important, particularly the latter. The fact

that the trustee's liability is not generally a proprietary liability also has an important

consequence which is I think easily overlooked. lf a trustee becomes subject to a personal

liability to make restitution in relation to money or property received is its capacig as trustee,

the fact that the trustee's liability is not generally a proprietary liability means that the trustee

remains liable even if the money or property is no longer in its possession.T

2. Bases for Liability

(a) lntroduction

The question of liabili$ is not a static one: it depends on the dynamics of contract negotiation

and performance. lt is nevertheless true to say that since the principal obligation of the trustee

vis a vis third parties with whom it contracts will usually be to pay the fees which the trustee has

agreed to pay, the contract price itself limits the trustee's debt exposure.

Of course, a claim for contract damages may in particular circumstances exceed the

contract price. But it is primarily because the liability world includes tort, restitution and statute

that the contract price cannot be treated as a limit on all liabili$. Assessment of damages in tort

does not generally rely on the contract price as a basis for quantification and some claims for

restitution may exceed the contract sum. However, the contract may expressly provide that the

trustee's liability in contract, tort or restitution is to be limited by the contract sum. But that

technique may not be available in relation to liability under statute.

(b) Contract

As I have explained, debt is the most obvious basis for trustee liability to contractors. lt is,

moreover, a liability which in practice cannot be limited by exclusions. That is not itself a

6 ltoaz¡ r49 cLR 620:42 ALR 3o-s.

7 S". fi¡rther below. text at n 22ff.
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concern, although no doubt many trustees have looked back on contracts and wished they had

negotiated a lower price!

lf the trustee fails to pay money due to the other party to the contract, it will also be

liable in damages. However, in most cases any additional liability will be limited to interest,

payable at common law or under statute. Of course, a third par$ may attempt to establish that

the trustee has a greater liability, by relying on breaches of other obligations or by alleging that

the trustee's failure to pay has caused additional losses. Although in either case the matter is

governed by causation and the rule in Hadley v Baxendale, it is important to bear in mind that

the common law has had great difficulty with damages claims based on the late payment of

money. The original rule - that damages cannot be claimed for the late payment of money -
was relaxed somewhat by the High Court in Hungertords v WalkeÉ when, not following English

authority, the court held that interest may be recoverable under the first limb.9 But if a
contractor claims that the failure of the trustee to pay on time means that the trustee is liable for

the loss of a particularly lucrative investment opportunity, the second limb will govern any claim.

Therefore, even if there is no contractual exclusion of 'special' damages, the contractor will go

away empty handed unless it (at least) communicated the potential loss prior to contract.l0

It follows that in most cases it is not at all difficult for a trustee to work out its most likely

exposure in contract. Unless the contract is terminated, it is limited to payment of interest for

the late payment of money. And even if the contract is terminated for serious breach by the

trustee, the maximum potential exposure is generally the present value of the sum which the

trustee agreed to pay the contractor over the life of the contract. There may perhaps be

situations in which damages for consequential loss might be recovered, either under the first

limb or the second limb of the rule in Hadley v Baxendale. However, that could only ever be

determined on a case by case basis.

It is appropriate here to say something about one drafting device commonly found in

commercial contracts, including contracts with trustees. lnstead of leaving quantum to be

determined according to the common law rules regulating damages, parties now regularly

8 (lgaq) 17t cLR 125:84 At.R n9.
9 Conuersely. the l'ligh Court approved the vierv. expressed in President of Inctia v Lips Maritime

Corp ll988l AC 395 at 425, that the conunon larv does not recognise a claim for the late
payrnent ol dumages.

l0 Cf l:iclttriq Luundr¡, (lt'inclst¡r) Lttl t' Netv¡nun Inelt¡rtries LtLt ll()4g12 KB 528.
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stipulate for indemnit¡es.11 This is a disquieting tendency. lf party A gives party B an indemnig

in relation to a particular event, A is regarded as having breached the contract if the event

occurs. A is then liable for all loss or damage suffered by B. Moreover, if it is a true indemnity,

A's liability is not limited by the rule in Hadley v Baxendale. I can well understand trustees being

desirous of receiving the benefit of indemnities, but it is difficult to see why they should ever

undertake the burden of such a provision. ln effect, it removes the protection (limitation) which

the contract price effectively provides in relation to most claims brought in contract.

(c) Tort

Generally, although not exclusively, the liability of a contractor to a trustee will depend on proof

of negligence.l2 On the other hand, because an obligation to pay money is a strict obligation,

and a failure to pay does not amount to the commission of a tort, it is not necessary to say

much about the potential liability of a trustee in tort.

Duties of care may also arise in the negotiation of contracts, although this seems to me

remote except in situations where lhe Hedley Byrne principle might apply. Thus, it is possible to

conceive of the trustee coming under a duty of care in relation to information provided to the

third party, for example, in relation to the characteristics of the trust.13 Even so, the first

thought of anyone who seeks a remedy for misinformation provided during the negotiation of a

contract is to rely on breach of the statutory prohibition on misleading or deceptive conduct.l4

ln the ordinary course of things, trustee fraud in relation to third party contracts does

not enter the liabili$ picture.l S The tort is committed in relation to a pre-contract representation

in three cases:

actual dishonesty;

an absence of belief in the truth of the representation; and

reckless indifference as to whether the representation was true or
false.

a

a

a

See furthcr below. text at n 43.

Sce gcnerally J W Carter. 'Contractual lssues for Trustees' (2001) 17 JCL 274.

Cf [.s.ç¿r Pelroleun L'o Ltd v lv'lardon fl 976] QB 801 .

See belorv, text at n 27.

Of course, in this context we are referring to the cornrnon law tort of deceit rather the concept of
equitabie frauci rvhich a trustee may commit vis a vis the beneficiaries.

il
l2

t3

l4

l5
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Although fraud is difficult to prove, it did at one time at least have the appeal of a more

generous approach to damages. However, given the interpretation of the compensation

provisions applicable to misleading or deceptive conduct,l6 that advantage has gone.

(d) Restitution

It is natural, when considering the potential liability of a trustee, to think in terms of wrongdoing,

and to concentrate on a failure to perform the contract. However, in some situations it will be

more important to consider liability which is independent of fault. lt is because liability in

restitution is independent of fault it tends to be neglected.

An obligation to make restitution arises if the requirements of unjust enrichment are

satisfied. There are four elements:

(1) receipt of a benefit by the trustee;

(2) the benefit received by the trustee was obtained at the expense of the plaintiff;

(3) it would be unjust for the trustee not to make restitution; and

(4) the trustee does not have any defence to the claim.

This is not the occasion to consider these elements in detail.17 For the purpose of

considering the potential liability of a trustee it is sufficient to make the following points.

First, in the contract context, there is generally no obligation to make restitution in

relation to a benefit unless the contract is an ineffective contract, that is, was inherenfly invalid

or has been terminated or rescinded. Thus, benefits conferred under a valid contract are not

usually an appropriate focus for a claim in restitution unless the contract has been rescinded or

terminated, for example, for breach on the trustee's part.

Second, although the concept of benefit is a technical one, money is always a benefit.

Accordingly, there is an inherent potential for a trustee to become liable in restitution whenever

money is received. However, in relation to money paid pursuant to contract, no issue of

restitution arises unlest'rn"r" 

is an overpayment to the trustee; or

the contract being an ineffective contract, the payment was the subject
of an agreed return (counter-performance obligation) which the trustee
has not rendered.

a

l6 See belorv, text at n 27

17 Sce Keith Mason and J W Carter, Reslitution Lcnr in Austrctlia, Butterworths, Sydney, 1995,
Chapter 2.
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Third, although goods, land or services may count as non-monetary benefits for the

purposes of restitution, no issue of restitution arises unless the contract was ineffective and the

benefit has been accepted. ln practical terms this means that the trustee will not become liable

to make restitution for the receipt of a non-monetary benefit unless:18

the contract was void or unenforceable; or

the contract was discharged for the trustee's breach.

Thus, if the trustee commits a serious breach, for example, by repudiating the contract,

the third party will be entitled to ierminate the contract and seek restitution in relation to all

benefits conferred prior to termination for which no contractual right of payment was earned.19

Fourth, the concept of injustice' is a principled one. ln other words, the requirement of

injustice posits the existence of a recognised basis for ordering restitution. There are, indeed, a

limited number of bases for restitution. Most relevant to a trustee's position are mistake and

acceptance of benefit. lndeed, the general principle is simply that if a third party (even one with

whom the trustee has a contract) by mistake pays the trustee a sum of money which it was not

obliged to pay, the third party is prima facie entitled to restitution equal to the payment plus

interest.

Fifth, just as the concept of injustice is a principled one, the idea of a restitutionary

defence posits the existence of a recognised defence to the claim for restitution. Although

general defences such as election between remedies and illegality may operate in the context

of restitution, the only genuine restitutionary defence is 'change of position'. This is the idea that

if a payment is caused by mistake, but the payee honestly believed that he or she was entiiled

to receive it, the fact that the payee has incurred expenditure which would not otherwise have

been incurred will provide a good defence to a restitutionary claim in relation to the payment.

The defence operates pro tanto, that is, to the extent of the expenditure incurred in reliance on

the payment.

Sixth an order for restitution requires the payment of a sum of money equal to the value

of the benefit, rather than specific restitution. This is obvious in the case of money. However, in

relation to non-monetary benefits the impact is that the plaintiff is entifled to a quantum meruit,

t8 The sunttnary relates to the colnnron law. Restitutionary obligations may also arise under statute
(see eg Fntstrated Contracts Act 1978 (NSW)) and the principle of restitutio in integrum
govems lescincled contracts.

See aiso beiow, text at n 48.
to
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that is, 'reasonable remuneration'. Assessment of the quantum meruit depends on the

circumstances, including the basis for restitution. One aspect of this is significant. Assume that

a trustee materially breaches a contract with a service provider who validly terminates the

contract at a time when a substantial amount of work was done for which the service provider

had no contractual right of payment. Clearly, as has been explained, the trustee is liable to pay

loss of bargain damages, which will be limited by the contract sum. However, the service

provider may alternatively seek reasonable remuneration in a claim for restitution. The

authorities are clear that in such a situation the contract price is not a ceiling on the liability of

the trustee.2o Therefore, if the service provider made a bad bargain, or market prices

increased between the time of the contract and the time when work was done, the liability of the

trustee may exceed the contract price.21

Of course, a major function of many trustees is to get in money or proper$ for the

benefit of the beneficiaries. Although it is important for a trustee to have in place procedures

designed to ensure that it only receives for the benefit of the beneficiaries money and property

to which they are entitled, mistakes sometimes occur. Thus, an employer may pay more than it

is obliged to pay to the trustee of a superannuation fund, a debtor may repay more than it is

obliged to repay, or a third party with whom the trustee has contracted may remit more than the

value of an investment asset which the third party has realised on the instructions of the

trustee.

It might be thought that so long as the trustee has acted honestly when crediting the

beneficiaries with money received, it will be protected if the payment is the result of a third

party's mistake. However, that is not always true. Because the liability to make restitution in

relation to a mistaken payment is a strict personal liability, the trustee remains liable even

though it no longer has the money. Therefore, the mere fact that the trustee has credited the

beneficiaries is not in itself a defence.22

Before the High Court fully recognised the change of position defence in David

SecurTles Pty Ltd v Commonweatth Bank of Austratia,23 a special defence - the agency

20 See. eg Renqrd Conslructiotts (ltl\) P4' Ltd tt lt4inistcr,.for Puhlic ll/orks (1992) 26 NSWLR
234.

2l Or perhaps more accurately what r.vould bc the proportion of thc contract price attributable (on a
pro mta basis) to the work done if tlre conlracl were severable.

22 ln any evcnt. the crediring tnay atnount to no nrorc than an accounting process.

23 (eezt t75 c-LR 353: to9 
^t,R 

57.
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defence - was often applied to banks and other intermediaries who, although acting for others,

are not strictly speaking agents in their dealings with the money received.24 Thus, in

Restitution Law in Austratia2S it is explained:

a bank or other payee which receives a mistaken payment of money
on account of a customer will itself avoid liability where it allows a
customer to draw on the funds standing to the credit of an account,
unless the bank would have allowed funds to be drawn regardless of
the receipt.

However, it is also explained26 that'this l'agency defence" is only available when the

money is received as an intermediary'. Although a trustee is in a colloquial sense an

'intermediary' it is not an agent and it does not receive money as a mere intermediary in the

sense of being a conduit to the beneficiaries. The conclusion reached is therefore that the

agency defence 'is not available to a trustee who accounts to the beneficiary with moneys

initially paid under mistake'. This is a most disturbing conclusion for trustees. lt is by no means

clear that the recognition of the change of position defence makes any difference.

(e) Sfafufe

The statutory prohibition on misleading or deceptive conduct affects all contracting parties -
trustees are not immune unless they operate outside trade and commerce. Although, generally

speaking, only an incorporated trustee can be held liable under the Trade practices Act 1g74
,ftn¡,22 the fact that there are corresponding provisions in the State and Territory fair trading

legislation means that ail trustees who engage in conduct in trade or commerce have to take

the prohibition into account.28 Again, although the TPA may not apply to misleading or

deceptive conduct in relation to financial services, financial products or securities, parallel

provisions in other legislation impose the same prohibition.29

24

25

See Ailslralitt qnd Nev' 7-eulqnd Banking Grurp Ltd v llcsqtqc ßanking Corp (1988) 164 CLR
662:78 ALR t57.

Keith Mason and J rW Carter, Reslitution Løu,in Austt'eliq. Butterworths. Sydney, 1995, para
434.

Citing Kirug t, Stev,art ( 1892) 66 l.T 339.

l{erealter'TPA'.

ln some situations other prohibitions rnay be relevant.

See Ailstralian Searities an¿l lnvestmenls Commissitnt ,Act 200 I , s I 2un( I ) (financial services);
Corpu'atiorts Act 2001(Ctlr). s 995 (secur.ities).

26

27

28

29
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Although it is difficult to summarise accurately and succinctly the effect of the statutory

prohibition, the following points may be made.30

First, notwithstanding that s 52 is in a sense part of a regime having 'consumer

protection' as its object, conduct may be misleading or deceptive even though no consumer is

misled or deceived, or likely to be misled or deceived. What matters is whether the trustee

misled the contractor.

Second, the effect of the prohibition is to create a norm of conduct in relation to

conduct in trade or commerce. This has been interpreted as a strict liability regime. Therefore,

the prohibition may be breached by a trustee even if it has no intention to mislead or deceive.

Quite simply, any misrepresentation which would at common law be regarded as purely

innocent is misleading or deceptive conduct for which damages may be awarded to the

contractor if it relied on the conduct to its detriment.

Third, an extremely important feature of the legislation is an extensive remedial regime.

There are three principaltiers to that regime:

(1) a statutory jurisdiction to award damages for contravention;

(2) a discretionary jurisdiction to make 'other' orders; and

(2) jurisdiction to grant an injunction.

Fourth, although the main field of operation of the prohibition in the contract context3l

is in relation to pre-contractual representations, it can also apply to conduct in the course of

contract performance. For example, a breach of contract may in some cases amount to

misleading or deceptive conduct. Thus, it would appear that where a trustee breaches a

contractual warranty this may also amount to misleading or deceptive conduct.32

Fifth, although the legislation does not in terms prohibit contracting out, the courts (in

their wisdom) have seen the prohibition on misleading or deceptive conduct as having a

purpose analogous to the common law prohibition on fraud. Therefore, courts generally refuse

30 For an ovetview see David Harland, 'Misleading or Deceptive Conduct: the Breadth and
Limitations of the Prohibition' ( t99 t ) 4 ,tCL l07.

3l See generally on the im¡ract of the prohibition on contract David Flarland. ''I'he Statutory
Prohibition on Misleadi¡rg or Deccptivc Conduct in Australia and its lmpact on the Law of
Contmct' (1995) lll LQR 100.

32 See Diane Skapinker and J W Cafter, 'Breach of Contract and Misleading or Deceptive Conduct
in Australia'(1997) l13 LQR294.
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to enforce exclusionary provisions which purport to exclude or limit liability for misleading or

deceptive conduct.

Sixth, where damages are sought for breach of the prohibition, the guiding principles

tend to reflect the rules in relation to fraud rather than breach of contract or negligence.

Therefore, although the basic question is how much worse off the plaintiff is by reason of the

conduct, remoteness of damage does not appear to be a limitation on damages assessment.

3. Regulation of Liability

(a) Genera!

A contract is a planned transaction and in the present context it is reasonable to expect the

trustee to have input on the terms of the contract. However, the extent to which the trustee is

able to insist on a particular regime regulating liability will depend on the trustee's bargaining

position. Assuming, for the purposes of analysis, that the trustee is able to insist on its preferred

regime, what factors should be taken into account?33

First, the overall objective is to ensure that so far as possible any personal liability of

the trustee is matched by an ability to have recourse to its right of indemnity from trust assets.

Of course, the right of indemnity is of no value if the trust has no assets, and from that

perspective matching liability to the right o'l indemnity may lead to a shortfall. Accordingly, the

trust assets should be a cap on total liability.

Second, consideration should be given to the likely sources of liability in order to

ensure that all the most likely bases are covered. As mentioned, restitutionary liability may be

important.

Third, the form of drafting should reflect the objectives of the clauses. As explained

below, most devices fit into particular'pigeon holes' and should be used appropriately.

Fourth, the relationship between objectives and what can legally be achieved in

drafting must be considered in order to ensure that compliance regimes are in place to deal

with situations in which the law does not permit the trustee to limit its liability.

A very large number of liability regulation devices are in common use. The discussion

below deals with all major types other than entire agreement and force majeure clauses, which

have limited utility in the present context.

33 For potcntiai gaps see below, text at n 44ff,
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(b) Disclaimer

A disclaimer is a statement or contractual provision the objective of which is to negate

responsibility for a particular matter. The (proper) objective is to prevent liability arising, rather

than to remove responsibility for an accrued liability.

It is doubtful whether disclaimers are needed in most trustee contracts, but they may

be useful in negativing any common law duty in relation to matters discussed during

negotiations. The most appropriate use of a disclaimer is therefore to negate a duty of care

which might othen¡vise arise. Although it is common to find disclaimers in contracts, they are

effective even if there is no contract. Thus, in Hedtey Byrne & Co Ltd v Hetler & Paftners Ltd34

the House of Lords treated a disclaimer as effective to negative the existence of a duty of care

in relation to information provided independently of contract.

(c) Exclusion

An exclusion clause may have either of two functions. Thus, it may seek to define a trustee's

primary contractual responsibilities or seek to exclude, limit or qualify the impact of a legal rule

in relation to liability.

To understand the contrast consider a contractor who does not wish to be responsible

unless it is negligent. The clause defines liability if it says that the contractor's only

responsibility is to exercise care. lt excludes liability if it provides that the contractor is not to be

liable unless it is proved to have been negligent. As that illustration shows, the difference may

simply be a matter of drafting. Given that we are concentrating on a trustee's position, the

question whether there are any substantive differences between the two approaches may be

ignored.

The general principle applicable to exclusion clauses was stated as follows by the High

Court in Dartington Futures Ltd v Detco Austratia Pty Lfi135

[T]he interpretation of an exclusion clause is to be determined by

construing the clause according to its natural and ordinary meaning,

read in the light of the contract as a whole, thereby giving due weight
to the context in which the clause appears including the nature and

object of the contract, and, where appropriate, construing the clause
contra proferentem in case of ambiguity.

34 Us64l AC 46s.

35 ( 1986) l6 t CLR 500 ar 5 t0: (r8 ALR 385 per rhe Fuil t{igh Courr
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As the High Court made clear, the approach is the same no matter whether the clause

provides for a total exclusion of liabili$ or places a limitation on liability. Accordingly, limitations

are to be treated in the same way as exclusions.

Although the operation of exclusion clauses is generally well understood and

appreciated by commercial people, there is one area which remains contentious. This is the

exclusion of liability for'consequential loss'. Although it is common for trustees and contractors

to seek to exclude liability for consequential loss, the Australian cases do not provide any real

guidance on what this achieves. lt is clear that the phrase is intended to relate to categories of

loss, and if we were to look solely at the damages cases we would find that the concept of

'consequential loss' does not play a major role.36 ln contract, the key question is whether a

particular loss is too remote, not whether it is consequential.3T Similarly, although we

commonly see clauses which purport to exclude liabili$ for 'loss of profit', the contract damages

cases generally concentrate on difference in value (as on a breach of warranty) or loss of

revenue (loss of bargain damages) rather than loss of profit. And when profit enters the picture

it is often notional or assumed - as in sale of goods cases where a seller recovers the

difference between the contract price and the market price in an action for non-acceptance.

A rather different approach is to be found in English cases interpreting exclusion

clauses.38 lt now seems clearly established39 that, other things being equal, an exclusion of

'consequential loss'will be treated as applying to a loss which would otherwise be recoverable

under the second limb of the rule in Hadley v Baxendale. This really is a very narrow category.

The first limb sets out the common law default rule whereas the second limb is concerned with

losses which are unusual in the sense that they were within the contemplation of the party in

breach because they were brought to its attention prior to the contract. A good illustration is

36 Cf M A Eisenberg. 'The Emcrgence of Dynamic Contract t,aw' (2000) 88 CatiJìn.nia Luv,
Revictç 1743.

37 See Alfi'ect McÅlpine Constntction Llcl v I'anqtt¡u,n Ltd [2000] 3 WLR 946 at 959 per Lord
Clyde (corrtrast between 'conscquential losscs' an¡l losscs falling within the second limb). But
cî .loseph <8 Co Ptv Ltd v Hqrvcst Grain Co Ptv Ltd (1996) 39 NSWLR 722 at 728, 735 per
Moore DCJ.

38

39

See generally J W Carter, 'Contractual lssues for Tnlstees' (2001) 17 JCL274.

See ßritish Sugtrr Plc v NEI Potvct' I'ro.iec'ls Lrd 0997) S7 BLR 45 Deepak Fertilisers anti
Petroclrcmicqls Corp v ICI ('hemiculs c8 I'olvnrct's Ltd |9991I Lloyd's Rep 387 at 402-3: BHP
Petroleum Ltd v British Steel Plc 1199912 t.loyd's Rep 583 at 598 (affirmed without reference
to the point [2000] 2 Lloyd's Rep 277): llotel Scrviccs Ltd v Hilton International Hotels Ltd
[2000] BLR 235. See also Frank Davies Pty Ltd t,Contuiner Haulage Group Pt¡' ¡¡¿ (19S9) 9S
FLit 289 at 3 i3.
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Victoria Laundry (Windsor) Ltd v Newman tndustries Lfd.40 The plaintiffs, who carried on

business as launderers and dyers, purchased a boiler of considerable capacity from the

defendants for the purpose of expanding their operations. The plaintiffs sent a lorry to take

delivery but found that the boiler had been damaged. They therefore refused to take delivery

until repairs had been carried out and this caused a delay of some five months. The issue

before the English Court of Appealwas whether, in addition to a sum of Ê110 awarded by the

trial judge, the plaintiffs were entitled to claim in respect of the business profits which they

would have made had the boiler been delivered punctually. The plaintiffs said a very large

number of new customers could have been served and that a number of highly lucrative dyeing

contracts for the Ministry of Supply would have been available to them. The court held that the

judge was wrong not to award some 'general (and perhaps conjectural) sum for loss of

business in respect of dyeing contracts to be reasonably expected';41 but it rejected the claim

to recover specifically the profit on contracts with the Ministry for the reason that the defendants

had no knowledge of that business.

The approach of the exclusion clause cases produces results which may surprise most

commercial people. Assume that A supplies a defective machine to B for $5,000. The defect in

the machine is such that it is liable to explode when used for more than an hour at a time.

Assume then that B uses the machine for more than an hour and that the explosion causes a

fire which razes A's $5m factory to the ground. A's claim for damages equal to the value of the

factory (or the cost of its rebuilding) would not be affected by an exclusion of 'consequential

loss', because the claim will be made under the first limb of the rule in Hadley v Baxendale. 2

Of course, a trustee can take comfort from this because it is more likely to be concerned with

exclusion clauses which protect contractors from consequential loss than to exclude its own

responsibility for consequential loss.

(d) lndemnity

lndemnities have variety of objectives. Traditionally, the most common indemnity is against

third party claims. Such clauses do not raise any issue of principle. However, a trustee should

always try to obtain such an indemnity and at the same time resist giving it!

40

4t

42

lr9491 2 KB s28.

U949l2KB 528 at 543 pcr Asquith l,J.

Cf BI'lP Pctroleum Ltdv British Steel PIc [999] 2 Lloyd's Rep 583 (affirmed [2000] 2l,loyd's
Rep277\.
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The type of indemnity which is becoming increasingly common is the party-parg

indemnity which requires one par$ to indemnify the other in relation to various events including

the indemnifier's breach of contract.43 ln essence, the effect of such a provision is to replace

the common law rules on damages with an indemnity obligation. At least that is the assumption.

However, such clauses are also associated with exclusions which are commonly drafted in

terms of damages liability, such as an exclusion of consequential loss. This may in particular

cases suggest that they are not really indemnities at all, but simply agreements on how contract

damages should be assessed.

lf the clause is intended to be a genuine indemnity, it is difficult to understand an

exclusion of consequential loss. This is because the objective of an indemnig is to ensure that

the indemnifier is responsible for all losses, whether consequential or not. Although clauses of

this type do not regularly come before the courts, it would appear that remoteness of damage is

not relevant to recovery on an indemnity. Rather, the concern is simply with loss or damage

caused by a breach of the indemnity.

lf a trustee gives an indemnity of this type, it should attempt to ensure that the

indemnity reflects its own indemnity under the trust instrument. This may be difficult because

there is no a priori reason why the liability of a trustee to a contractor should match exactly its

ability to claim on its own indemnity. That leads to the question whether a trustee is likely to

face gaps in its risk management.

4. Risk Management Gaps

(a) lntroduction

ln this section I discuss briefly two potential sources of gaps in the trustee's risk management

strategy. One is an impact of the discussion above of exclusion clauses. The other relates to

the problems inherent in trying to ensure that the liability of a trustee vis a vis a contractor is

more or less back{o-back with the indemnity.

43 Another type of indemnity is simply an exclt¡sion clause in clisguise. This is a provision rvhich
statcs that party A will indemnify party B against any loss arising from a breach of contract or
negiigence by parly ß. Such inciernnities do not appear conrmon today.
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(b) lmpact of statute

The only area of statute which needs to be discussed from the contract perspective is the

validity of exclusion clauses.44

As I noted earlier, the courts in their wisdom have treated liability for breach of s 52 of

the TPA as sacrosanct. One way that effect has been given to that wisdom is to treat

exclusions as invalid if they seek to qualify liability for breach of s 52. Therefore, an exclusion or

limitation of liability which would as a matter of construction be applicable to liability for

misleading or deceptive conduct will be treated as ineffective. The same is generally true of

disclaimers. However, if a disclaimer is brought to the contractor's attention before contract

negotiation commences the clause may be effective if it prevents the other parly being misled.

On the other hand, there appears to be no form of exclusion clause which can be used to limit

liability to a contractor who has been misled.

I am not sure that this approach to exclusions is a major concern for trustees. So long

as they are entitled to be indemnified in relation to their liability for misleading or deceptive

conduct they should have no residual personal liability. On the other hand, if the extent of a

trustee indemnity in favour of a contractor is not limited to the trust assets, there is a potential

shortfall.

Given that liability for misleading or deceptive conduct cannot be excluded, there may

be good reasons - depending of course on the nature of the trust - to have compliance

procedures in place to ensure that no misleading or deceptive conduct occurs.

(c) Back-to-back arrangements

It is easy to say that the trustee should ensure that its liability to a contractor is more or less

back{o-back with the indemnity. lt is (l assume) more difficult in practice to obtain a

contractor's agreement to that position.

From a contractor's perspective, insisting on a back-to-back arrangement suffers from

a major weakness. This weakness is that if for some reason the trustee loses the benefit of the

indemnity, the contractor will cease to have a claim against the trustee. ln one situation at least

this could not occur. lf the trustee is fraudulent in its dealings with the contractor, but the

contractor is innocent, the trustee will remain personally liable to the contractor even if the

44 Becat¡se the concern is with whethel any exclusions which operatc for the benefit of the trustcc
are valid, we may ignore statutory restrictions on the use of exclusions in the context of the
supply ofgoods or services.
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contract purports to limit the trustee's liability to losses for which it is entitled to be indemnified

out of the trust. This is because the law does not permit the trustee to exclude its liability for

common law deceit.4S

A breach of trust is, however, a different matter entìrely. lf the trustee's indemnity from

the trust ceases to apply if a breach of trust is committed, the contractor will have a major

concern with any clause in the contract which makes the liability of the trustee to the contractor

contingent on the trustee being entitled to claim on the indemnity. Now, of course, a trustee

might well be prepared to agree that the back-to-back limitation does not apply if there is a

breach of trust. However, a decision to agree to that must be a considered decision. A breach

of trust may occur in a wide variety of circumstances. lt is not at all uncommon (l understand)

for trustees regularly to commit breaches of trust, for example, because the trust deed has got

out of date and is not a totally accurate reflection of what the trustee does for the beneÍT of the

beneficiaries. Because such breaches, although intentional, are for the benefit of the

beneficiaries, the trustee is not at risk vis a vis the beneficiaries. However, it may well be

exposed - personally - to the third party unless the right of indemnity applies to a breach of

trust.

Although I appreciate that there may be commercial difficulties for a trustee in doing so,

the only way out of these problems is for the trustee to insist on back{o-back arrangements

with a limited carve out. One element of that limited carve out might be for actual fraud.

Although, as explained above, this would be implied at common law, there may be a good

reason for replicating the common law position. Because of the potential liability of a trustee for

equitable fraud, to have no carve out for fraud might imply that the trustee remains liable to the

contractor if it is unable to claim on its indemnity due to equitable fraud. A simple carve out for

'fraud' would on the same basis be ambiguous. A reference to actual fraud (common law

deceit)should make the position clear.46

This is, I understand, a context in which the concept of 'gross negligence' is sometimes

used. Although in the contract world little is heard of the concept, it is a familiar concept in the

trustee context4T and it may give additional comfort for the contractor if the back-to-back

limitation is subject to a carve out which includes gross negligence. Of course, it goes without

45

46

/11

See ,S Peør:sr¡n & Son Ltd v Dublin Corp |9A71AC 351

Cf Armifage v Nurse [ 1998] Ch 241.

Cf Armitage v Nurse [ 19981 Cit 24l .
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saying that a contractor who agrees that the trustee's liability is limited by the trustee's

indemnity will want to examine the terms of that indemnity.

Finally, I should return briefly to restitution. lt may be unclear whether a trustee who is

required to make restitution of a benefit - such as a payment made under mistake - is

entitled to claim on its indemnity. lf that is the case, and the trustee has not succeeded in

having back{o-back arrangements, there may be a gap for the trustee to fill from its own

assets. Accordingly, any exclusion clause in the contract with the contractor should make it

clear that it applies to claims in restitution. The courts have shown a tendency to read general

exclusions as inapplicable to claims in restitution.4B

5. Conclusion

I think that the appropriate conclusion for this paper is a restatement of the factors which a

trustee should take into account when negotiating a contract with a contractor.

First, the overall objective is to ensure that so far as possible any personal liability of

the trustee to a contractor is matched by an ability to have recourse to its right of indemnity

from the trust assets.

Second, particular attention must be given to the most likely sources of liability. As

mentioned, exclusion of liability for consequential loss may be problematic. Therefore, if the

trustee considers that it has a real potential for exposure above and beyond the contract price,

a simpler approach is to limit its liabilig to a cap, namely, the trust assets.

Third, the form of drafting should reflect the objectives of the clauses. Generally,

exclusion clauses are more usefulthan disclaimers.

Fourth, the relationship between objectives and what can legally be achieved in

drafting must be considered. Because liability for misleading or deceptive conduct cannot be

excluded, in practice a trustee must take steps to prevent such conduct occurring.

48 Sce /(i:.-l (;onslruclions P6,l,¡¿1,!!/utkins Pacilìc ¡Qltl) Pt.t,Ltd\l995l2 Qd R 350
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Finally, because of the need to ensure that its liability to a contractor is more or less back-to-

back with the indemnity, the trustee must be astute in identifying situations
where it will not be covered by the indemnity. Given that restitution is a fairly
recent development, it may be important for a trustee to confirm that the
indemnity is expressed in terms which make it applicable to a restitutionary
liability. l. lntroduction

(a) Context

My concern in this paper is with the legal rules which must be taken into account in the

negotiation of contracts between trustees and third parties in connection with the trust. Those

contracts vary considerably - they range from humble contracts for the acquisition of office

supplies to important (and often complex) investment contracts, service contracts, loan

contracts and so on. Of course, the humble contracts do not call for comment: the concern is

with contracts the terms of which would normally be formally documented. Generally, my

analysis is from the trustee's perspective.

Uppermost in the mind of any trustee who negotiates a contract will be the benefit of

the indemnity which the trustee enjoys in relation to its duties and functions as trustee.

Although the terms and scope of that indemnity are not matters of concern, in the sense that I

do not intend to discuss how the indemnity provisions of the trust instrument should be drafted,

it is self-evident that the trustee must always be conscious of the need to ensure, whenever

possible, that the liability of the trustee vis a vis the third party is more or less back-to-back with

the indemnity.

The importance of this topic cannot be doubted. lt is important not only for trustees but

also for those who advise trustees. After all, it will be recalled that in Asttey y Ausfrusf tt&9 a

firm of solicitors which gave advice to the trustee of a trading trust in connection with its liability

as trustee was held to be negligent because it failed to advise the trustee that it would be

personally liable in dealings with third parties unless it took steps to control its liability. When

the trust failed, the trustee became personally liable for losses that exceeded the value of the

trust property. The trustee should have limited its liabilig to the extent of the trust assets.

(b) /ssues

There are two principal issues. The first relates to the bases for trustee liability. The second

concerns the regulation of that liability by contract.

* , This paper has been prepared for Conference use only. No part ofthe docunrent is to be quoted
rvithout the permission of the author.

49 (i999) 197 CLR l; i6i ALR l-55.
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As we shall see, the bases upon which a trustee may be held liable to contractors in

connection with trustee contracts are many and various. lndeed, potentially, the trustee is liable

in the same way as any other contracting pafi. Moreover, its potential liability it is not limited to

contractual liability. Thus, even though (almost invariably) the trustee's principal contractual

obligation will be to pay money, this does not mean that the sole concern of a trustee is with its

potential liability in debt. lt must also have in mind liability to pay damages in contract, in tort or

under statute.

Nevertheless, the fact that the trustee's principal contractual obligation is to pay money

does impact on the contractual regulation of liability. Because the trustee is not a supplier of

goods or services to the third party, it will enjoy far greater freedom of contract, particutarly in

relation to exclusion clauses, than the third party with whom it deals. However, as we will see, a

trustee does not enjoy complete freedom of contract.

(c) Nature and Extent of Liability

The liability of a trustee is almost invariably a personal liability 50 Accordingly, unless the

contract provides to the contrary, it is not limited by the assets of the trust which the trustee

administers.

As a contracting par$, the extent of a trustee's liability depends primarily on the

contract. Since the meaning and effect of a contract are matters of construction, the extent of a

trustee's liability will generally be determined by interpretation. Of course, that underlines the

importance of contract drafting to the ultimate liability of the trustee. lt is clear beyond doubt

that a trustee is entitled to limit its liability to contractors by reference to the trust assets.51 th¡s

will usually be achieved by reference to the trustee's right of indemnity.

Given that we are focusing on contract liability, the contract rules regulating liability are

very important. These are well established. The primary obligation of the trustee under most

contracts will be to pay money. An obligation to pay money is a strict obligation. lt is no use the

trustee claiming that it has not been negligent: if it fails to pay, it is liable in contract. Of course,

a trustee may be subject to other obligations. Whether these attract a strict duty or one

requiring the exercise of care or diligence will depend on the construction of the contract.

50 'l'he trustee ntay be authorised lry thc trust deed to crcate secured interests, by way of mortgagc
or charge, over trust assets.

F'or a lairly recent reminder see Helvetic Investnrcnt Corp Pt¡, Ltd v Knight (lgS4) 9 ACLR 773
(cA. NSW).

5l
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Because a breach of contract is actionable per se, the mere fact of breach will expose

the trustee to a liability. However, the extent of liability will ultimately be determined by specific

rules and requirements, principally causation and remoteness. The contract rule in relation to

the latter is, of course, the rule in Hadtey v Baxendale:S2

Where two parties have made a contract which one of them has
broken, the damages which the other party ought to receive in respect
of such breach of contract should be such as may fairly and
reasonably be considered either arising naturally, ie, according to the
usual course of things, from such breach of contract itself, or such as
may reasonably be supposed to have been in the contemplation of
both parties, at the time they made the contract, as the probable result
of the breach of it.

Under the first limb of the rule, unless the parties have agreed othen¡¡ise, a defendant

is responsible for 'natural' losses, of which the parties are presumed to be aware. Under the

second limb, unless the parties have agreed otherwise, a defendant is responsible for losses in

the contemplation of boffr parties, in the sense that they relate to circumstances of which the

parties were actually aware. I deal later53 with the implications of the rule for contract drafting.

For the moment it is sufficient to make one point.

The assessment of damages may be affected by whether the contract has been

terminated for breach or repudiation. lf the trustee commits a material breach which leads to

termination of the contract, the trustee will become liable to pay 'loss of bargain' damages.

Such damages are damages assessed by reference to the difference between the market

value of the contract or its subject matter at the time of breach and the price (or monetary

equivalent) expressed in the contract. Accordingly, the prima facie liability of a trustee is the

difference between what it agreed to pay the third party and what the third party can reasonably

obtain for its services under a replacement contract. ln Shevi// v Buitders Licensing BoardS4 the

High Court treated recovery of loss of bargain damages as an instance of recovery of

^^ñ^^^¡r^h+:^l 
l^^^ U^,.,^..^- it i- ^t^-- ^L^r 

r--- -. ruu¡iseqijeiiiiai iuss. nowevei-, ii iS cieaf tnat loss of oafgatn ciamages afe fecovefed uncief the

first limb of the rule. This illustrates that, for the purposes of damages rules, the distinction

between direct loss and consequential loss is not the same as the contract drawn in the two

limbs of the rule in Hadley v Baxendale.

52

53

\^

(1854) 9 Ex 341 at354;156 ER l4-5 at l5l per Alderson B.

See belorv, text at n 38ff.

(i982) ¡49 CLR 620:42 ALR 305.
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Of course, the extent of a trustee's personal liability is not determined solely by the law

of contract. Liability in tort or under statute may be important, particularly the latter. The fact

that the trustee's liability is not generally a proprietary liability also has an important

consequence which is t think easily overlooked. lf a trustee becomes subject to a personal

liability to make restitution in relation to money or proper$ received is its capaci$ as trustee,

the fact that the trustee's liability is not generally a proprietary liability means that the trustee

remains liable even if the money or property is no longer in its possess¡on.55

2. Bases for Liability

(a) lntroduction

The question of liability is not a static one: it depends on the dynamics of contract negotiation

and performance. lt is nevertheless true to say that since the principal obligation of the trustee

vis a vis third parties with whom it contracts will usually be to pay the fees which the trustee has

agreed to pay, the contract price itself limits the trustee's debt exposure.

Of course, a claim for contract damages may in particular circumstances exceed the

contract price. But it is primarily because the liabili$ world includes tort, restitution and statute

that the contract price cannot be treated as a limit on all liability. Assessment of damages in tort

does not generally rely on the contract price as a basis for quantification and some claims for

restitution may exceed the contract sum. However, the contract may expressly provide that the

trustee's liability in contract, tort or restitution is to be limited by the contract sum. But that

technique may not be available in relation to liability under statute.

(b) Contract

As I have explained, debt is the most obvious basis for trustee liability to contractors. lt is,

moreover, a liability which in practice cannot be limited by exclusions. That is not itself a

concern, although no doubt many trustees have looked back on contracts and wished they had

negotiated a lower price!

lf the trustee fails to pay money due to the other party to the contract, it will also be

liable in damages. However, in most cases any additional liability will be limited to interest,

payable at common law or under statute. Of course, a third party may attempt to establish that

the trustee has a greater liability, by relying on breaches of other obligations or by alleging that

the trustee's failure to pay has caused additional losses. Although in either case the matter is

55 See furthel below. text at n 22fI,
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governed by causation and the rule in Hadley v Baxendale, it is important to bear in mind that

the common law has had great difficulty with damages claims based on the late payment of

money. The original rule - that damages cannot be claimed for the late payment of money -
was relaxed somewhat by the High Court in Hungeffords v WalkeF6 when, not following

English authority, the court held that interest may be recoverable under the first limb.57 But if a

contractor claims that the failure of the trustee to pay on time means that the trustee is liable for

the loss of a particularly lucrative investment opportunity, the second limb will govern any claim.

Therefore, even if there is no contractual exclusion of 'special' damages, the contractor will go

away empty handed unless it (at least) communicated the potential loss prior to contract.53

It follows that in most cases it is not at all difficult for a trustee to work out its most likely

exposure in contract. Unless the contract is terminated, it is limited to payment of interest for

the late payment of money. And even if the contract is terminated for serious breach by the

trustee, the maximum potential exposure is generally the present value of the sum which the

trustee agreed to pay the contractor over the life of the contract. There may perhaps be

situations in which damages for consequential loss might be recovered, either under the first

limb or the second limb of the rule in Hadley v Baxendale. However, that could only ever be

determined on a case by case basis.

It is appropriate here to say something about one drafting device commonly found in

commercial contracts, including contracts with trustees. lnstead of leaving quantum to be

determined according to the common law rules regulating damages, parties now regularly

stipulate for indemnities.S9 This is a disquieting tendency. lf party A gives party B an indemnity

in relation to a particular event, A is regarded as having breached the contract if the event

occurs. A is then liable for all loss or damage suffered by B. Moreover, if it is a true indemnity,

A's liability is not limited by the rule in Hadley v Baxendale. I can well understand trustees being

desirous of receiving the benefit of indemnities, but it is difficult to see why they should ever

undertake the burden of such a provision. ln effect, it removes the protection (limitation) which

the contract price effectively provides in relation to most claims brought in contract.

56

57

(1e89) l7l CLR 125;84 ALR I 19.

Conversely. the High Couft approved the view. expressed in President of India v Lips Maritime
t'orp |9881 AC 395 at 425, that the common law does not recognise a claim for the late
payrnent of damuges.

Cf l/ictoriq Laundry (\\¡indsor) LId v Newtnan Intlustries Ltd 1194912 KB 528.

See further beiow, text at n 43.
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(c) To¡t

Generally, although not exclusively, the liability of a contractor to a trustee will depend on proof

of negligence.60 On the other hand, because an obligation to pay money is a strict obligation,

and a failure to pay does not amount to the commission of a tort, it is not necessary to say

much about the potential liability of a trustee in tort.

Duties of care may also arise in the negotiation of contracts, although this seems to me

remote except in situations where lhe Hedley Byrne principle might apply. Thus, it is possible to

conceive of the trustee coming under a duty of care in relation to information provided to the

third pafi, for example, in relation to the characteristics of the trust.61 Even so, the first

thought of anyone who seeks a remedy for misinformation provided during the negotiation of a

contract is to rely on breach of the statutory prohibition on misleading or deceptive conduct.62

ln the ordinary course of things, trustee fraud in relation to third party contracts does

not enter the liability picture.63 The tort is committed in relation to a pre-contract representation

in three cases:

actual dishonesty;

an absence of belief in the truth of the representation; and

reckless indifference as to whether the representation was true or
false.

Although fraud is difficult to prove, it did at one time at least have the appeal of a more

generous approach to damages. However, given the interpretation of the compensation

provisions applicable to misleading or deceptive conduct,64 that advantage has gone.

(d) Restitution

It is natural, when considering the potential liability of a trustee, to think in terms of wrongdoing,

and to concentrate on a failure to perform the contract. However, in some situations it will be

more important to consider liability which is independent of fault. lt is because liability in

restitution is independent of fault it tends to be neglected.

See generally J W Carter, 'Contractual lssues for Trustees' (2001) li JCL274.

Cltrrso Petroleum Co Ltd t, ltln'clon |9161QB 801.

See below, text at n 27.

Of cot¡rse, in this context we are referring to the conrnron law tort of deceit rather the concept of
equitable fì'aud which a trustee may comlnit vis a vis the beneficiaries.

See below. lext at n 27
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An obligation to make restitution arises if the requirements of unjust enrichment are

satisfied. There are four elements:

(1) receipt of a benefit by the trustee;

(2) the benefit received by the trustee was obtained at the expense of the plaintiff;

(3) it would be unjust for the trustee not to make restitution; and

(4) the trustee does not have any defence to the claim.

This is not the occasion to consider these elements in detail.65 for the purpose of

considering the potential liability of a trustee it is sufficient to make the following points.

First, in the contract context, there is generally no obligation to make restitution in

relation to a benefit unless the contract is an ineffective contract, that is, was inherently invalid

or has been terminated or rescinded. Thus, benefits conferred under a valid contract are not

usually an appropriate focus for a claim in restitution unless the contract has been rescinded or

terminated, for example, for breach on the trustee's part.

Second, although the concept of benefit is a technical one, money is always a benefit.

Accordingly, there is an inherent potential for a trustee to become liable in restitution whenever

money is received. However, in relation to money paid pursuant to contract, no issue of

restitution arises unlest',n"ru 

is an overpayment to the trustee; or

the contract being an ineffective contract, the payment was the subject
of an agreed return (counter-performance obligation) which the trustee
has not rendered.

Third, although goods, land or services may count as non-monetary benefits for the

purposes of restitution, no issue of restitution arises unless the contract was ineffective and the

benefit has been accepted. ln practical terms this means that the trustee will not become liable

to make restitution for the receipt of a non-monetary benefit unless:66

o

a

the contract was void or unenforceable; or

the contract was discharged for the trustee's breach

65 See Keith Mason and J W Cafter, Restilution Lav, in Áustralia. Butterworths, Sydney, 1995,
Chapter 2.

66 The sumntary relates to the comnron law. Restitutionary obligations may also arise under statute
(see eg Fruslraled Contracts Acl 1978 (NSW)) and the plinciple of restitutio in inte_{rum
goveflìs rescinded contracts.

a
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Thus, if the trustee commits a serious breach, for example, by repudiating the contract,

the third party will be entitled to terminate the contract and seek restitution in relation to all

benefits conferred prior to termination for which no contractual right of payment was earned.67

Fourth, the concept of injustice' is a principled one. ln other words, the requirement of

injustice posits the existence of a recognised basis for ordering restitution. There are, indeed, a

limited number of bases for restitution. Most relevant to a trustee's position are mistake and

acceptance of benefit. lndeed, the general principle is simply that if a third parÇ (even one with

whom the trustee has a contract) by mistake pays the trustee a sum of money which it was not

obliged to pay, the third pafi is prima facie entitled to restitution equal to the payment plus

interest.

Fifth, just as the concept of injustice is a principled one, the idea of a restitutionary

defence posits the existence of a recognised defence to the claim for restitution. Although

general defences such as election between remedies and illegality may operate in the context

of restitution, the only genuine restitutionary defence is 'change of position'. This is the idea that

if a payment is caused by mistake, but the payee honestly believed that he or she was entitled

to receive it, the fact that the payee has incurred expenditure which would not othenrvise have

been incurred will provide a good defence to a restitutionary claim in relation to the payment.

The defence operates pro tanto, that is, to the extent of the expenditure incurred in reliance on

the payment.

Sixth an order for restitution requires the payment of a sum of money equal to the value

of the benefit, rather than specific restitution. This is obvious in the case of money. However, in

relation to non-monetary benefits the impact is that the plaintiff is entitled to a quantum meruit,

that is, 'reasonable remuneration'. Assessment of the quantum meruit depends on the

circumstances, including the basis for restitution. One aspect of this is significant. Assume that

a trustee materially breaches a contract with a service provider who validly terminates the

contract at a time when a substantial amount of work was done for which the service provider

had no contractual right of payment. Clearly, as has been explained, the trustee is liable to pay

loss of bargain damages, which will be limited by the contract sum. However, the service

provider may alternatively seek reasonable remuneration in a claim for restitution. The

authorities are clear that in such a situation the contract price is not a ceiling on the liability of

67 Sec also lrelow, text at n 48.
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the trustee.oS Therefore, if the service provider made a bad bargain, or market prices

increased between the time of the contract and the time when work was done, the liability of the

trustee may exceed the contract price.69

Of course, a major function of many trustees is to get in money or property for the

benefit of the beneficiaries. Although it is important for a trustee to have in place procedures

designed to ensure that it only receives for the benefit of the beneficiaries money and property

to which they are entitled, mistakes sometimes occur. Thus, an employer may pay more than it

is obliged to pay to the trustee of a superannuation fund, a debtor may repay more than it is

obliged to repay, or a third party with whom the trustee has contracted may remit more than the

value of an investment asset which the third party has realised on the instructions of the

trustee.

It might be thought that so long as the trustee has acted honestly when crediting the

beneficiaries with money received, it will be protected if the payment is the result of a third

party's mistake. However, that is not always true. Because the liability to make restitution in

relation to a mistaken payment is a strict personal liabilig, the trustee remains liable even

though it no longer has the money. Therefore, the mere fact that the trustee has credited the

beneficiaries is not in itself a defence.T0

Before the High Court fully recognised the change of position defence in David

Securifies Pty Ltd v Commonweatth Bank of Austratia,Tl a special defence - the agency

defence - was often applied to banks and other intermediaries who, although acting for others,

are not strictly speaking agents in their dealings with the money received.T2 Thus, in

Restitution Law in Austratia73 it is explained:

a bank or other payee which receives a mistaken payment of money
on account of a customer will itself avoid liability where it allows a
customer to draw on the funds standing to the credit of an account,

68 See. eg Rcnqrtl Conslntcti¡¡ns (lvlE) Pt.t, Ltd v Minister .for Puhlic l\orks (1992) 26 NSWLR
234.

69 Or perhaps more accurately what would be the proportion of the contract price attributable (on a
pro rata basis) to the wolk done if the contracl were severable.

ln any event, the crediting nray arnount to rro rnore tlran an accounting process.

(1992) 175 CLR 353; 109 ALR 57.

See Austrqlia qnd Neu,Zectlctnd Banking Group Ltd v llestpac Banking Corp (1988) 164 CLR
662:78 ALR 157.

Keith Mason and J W Car-ter. Restitutiott Lav,in Australia, Butterworths, Sydney, 1995. para
434.

70

7t

72

73
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unless the bank would have allowed funds to be drawn regardless of
the receipt.

However, it is also explainedT4 that 'this "agency defence" is only available when the

money is received as an intermediary'. Although a trustee is in a colloquial sense an

'intermediary' it is not an agent and it does not receive money as a mere intermediary in the

sense of being a conduit to the beneficiaries. The conclusion reached is therefore that the

agency defence 'is not available to a trustee who accounts to the beneficiary with moneys

initially paid under mistake'. This is a most disturbing conclusion for trustees. lt is by no means

clear that the recognition of the change of position defence makes any difference.

(e) Sfafufe

The statutory prohibition on misleading or deceptive conduct affects all contracting parties -
trustees are not immune unless they operate outside trade and commerce. Although, generally

speaking, only an incorporated trustee can be held liable under the Trade Practices Act 1974

(Ctn¡,7S the fact that there are corresponding provisions in the State and Territory fair trading

legislation means that all trustees who engage in conduct in trade or commerce have to take

the prohibition into account.T6 Again, although the TPA may not apply to misleading or

deceptive conduct in relation to financial services, financial products or securities, parallel

provisions in other legislation impose the same prohibition.TT

Although it is difficult to summarise accurately and succinctly the effect of the statutory

prohibition, the following points may be made.TB

First, notwithstanding that s 52 is in a sense part of a regime having 'consumer

protection' as its object, conduct may be misleading or deceptive even though no consumer is

misled or deceived, or likely to be misled or deceived. What matters is whether the trustee

misled the contractor.

Second, the effect of the prohibition is to create a norm of conduct in relation to

conduct in trade or commerce. This has been interpreted as a strict liability regime. Therefore,

74

75

76

77

Citing King v Stev,urt ( 1892) (r(r l,T 339.

Ilereafter 'TPA'.

ln so¡ne situations other prolribitions may be rclevant.

See Auslrqliott Securities qncl lnvestments Commis.sion Áct 2001, s l2on(l) (financial services);
C'orporatiorts Act 2001 (C'th). s 995 (seculities).

For an ovcrview sec David lJarland. 'Mislcading or Deceptive Conduct: the Breadth and
Limitations of the Prohibition' ( l99l ) 4 ,tCL 107 .

78
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the prohibition may be breached by a trustee even if it has no intention to mislead or deceive.

Quite simply, any misrepresentation which would at common law be regarded as purely

innocent is misleading or deceptive conduct for which damages may be awarded to the

contractor if it relied on the conduct to its detriment.

Third, an extremely important feature of the legislation is an extensive remedial regime.

There are three principaltiers to that regime:

(1) a statutory jurisdiction to award damages for contravention;

(2) a discretionary jurisdiction to make 'other' orders; and

(2) jurisdiction to grant an injunction.

Fourth, although the main field of operation of the prohibition in the contract contextT9

is in relation to pre-contractual representations, it can also apply to conduct in the course of

contract performance. For example, a breach of contract may in some cases amount to

misleading or deceptive conduct. Thus, it would appear that where a trustee breaches a

contractual warranty this may also amount to misleading or deceptive conduct.B0

Fifth, although the legislation does not in terms prohibit contracting out, the courts (in

their wisdom) have seen the prohibition on misleading or deceptive conduct as having a

purpose analogous to the common law prohibition on fraud. Therefore, courts generally refuse

to enforce exclusionary provisions which purport to exclude or limit liability for misleading or

deceptive conduct.

Sixth, where damages are sought for breach of the prohibition, the guiding principles

tend to reflect the rules in relation to fraud rather than breach of contract or negligence.

Therefore, although the basic question is how much worse off the plaintiff is by reason of the

conduct, remoteness of damage does not appear to be a limitation on damages assessment.

3. Regulation of Liability

(a) Generai

A contract is a planned transaction and in the present context it is reasonable to expect the

trustee to have input on the terms of the contract. However, the extent to which the trustee is

79 See genelally on the inrpact <lt the prohibition on contract David t{arland, 'The Statutoty
Prohibition on Misleading or Deceptive Conduct in Australia and its lmpact on the Law of
Contract'(1995) lll I.QR 100.

80 See Diane Skapinker and J W Cafter,'Breach of Contract and Misleading or Deceptive Conduct
in Australia' (1997) ll3 LQR294.
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able to insist on a particular regime regulating liability will depend on the trustee's bargaining

position. Assuming, for the purposes of analysis, that the trustee is able to insist on its preferred

regime, what factors should be taken into account?81

First, the overall objective is to ensure that so far as possible any personal liability of

the trustee is matched by an abili$ to have recourse to its right of indemnity from trust assets.

Of course, the right of indemnity is of no value if the trust has no assets, and from that

perspective matching liability to the right ot indemnity may lead to a shortfall. Accordingly, the

trust assets should be a cap on total liability.

Second, consideration should be given to the likely sources of liability in order to

ensure that all the most likely bases are covered. As mentioned, restitutionary liability may be

important.

Third, the form of drafting should reflect the objectives of the clauses. As explained

below, most devices fit into particular'pigeon holes' and should be used appropriately.

Fourth, the relationship between objectives and what can legally be achieved in

drafting must be considered in order to ensure that compliance regimes are in place to deal

with situations in which the law does not permit the trustee to limit its liability.

A very large number of liability regulation devices are in common use. The discussion

below deals with all major types other than entire agreement and force majeure clauses, which

have limited utility in the present context.

(b) Disclaimer

A disclaimer is a statement or contractual provision the objective of which is to negate

responsibility for a particular matter. The (proper) objective is to prevent liability arising, rather

than to remove responsibility for an accrued liability.

It is doubtful whether disclaimers are needed in most trustee contracts, but they may

be useful in negativing any common law duty in relation to matters discussed during

negotiations. The most appropriate use of a disclaimer is therefore to negate a duty of care

which might otherwise arise. Although it is common to find disclaimers in contracts, they are

effective even if there is no contract. Thus, in Hedtey Byrne & Co Ltd v Helter & Partners LtdB2

8t For potential gaps see below. text at n 44f1

lte64l AC 46s.82
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the House of Lords treated a disclaimer as effective to negative the existence of a duty of care

in relation to information provided independently of contract.

(c) Exclusion

An exclusion clause may have either of two functions. Thus, it may seek to define a trustee's

primary contractual responsibilities or seek to exclude, limit or qualify the impact of a legal rule

in relation to liability.

To understand the contrast consider a contractor who does not wish to be responsible

unless it is negligent. The clause defines liability if it says that the contractor's only

responsibility is to exercise care. lt excludes liability if it provides that the contractor is not to be

liable unless it is proved to have been negligent. As that illustration shows, the difference may

simply be a matter of drafting. Given that we are concentrating on a trustee's position, the

question whether there are any substantive differences between the two approaches may be

ignored.

The general principle applicable to exclusion clauses was stated as follows by the High

Court in Dartington Futures Ltd v Detco Austratia Pty L¡6'83

[T]he interpretation of an exclusion clause is to be determined by

construing the clause according to its natural and ordinary meaning,

read in the light of the contract as a whole, thereby giving due weight
to the context in which the clause appears including the nature and

object of the contract, and, where appropriate, construing the clause

contra proferentem in case of ambiguity.

As the High Court made clear, the approach is the same no matter whether the clause

provides for a total exclusion of liability or places a limitation on liability. Accordingly, limitations

are to be treated in the same way as exclusions.

Although the operation of exclusion clauses is generally well understood and

appreciated by commercial people, there is one area which remains contentious. This is the

exclusion of liability for'consequential loss'. Although it is common for trustees and contractors

to seek to exclude liability for consequential loss, the Australian cases do not provide any real

guidance on what this achieves. lt is clear that the phrase is intended to relate to categories of

loss, and if we were to look solely at the damages cases we would find that the concept of

83 (19s6) l6t CLR 500 ar 5t0:68 At.R 385 pcrthe tìull High Courr.
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'consequential loss' does not play a major role.84 ln contract, the key question is whether a

particular loss is too remote, not whether it is consequent¡at.85 Simitarly, although we

commonly see clauses which purport to exclude liability for'loss of profit', the contract damages

cases generally concentrate on difference in value (as on a breach of warranty) or loss of

revenue (loss of bargain damages) rather than loss of profit. And when profit enters the picture

it is often notional or assumed - as in sale of goods cases where a seller recovers the

difference between the contract price and the market price in an action for non-acceptance.

A rather different approach is to be found in English cases interpreting exclusion

clauses.86 lt now seems clearly established8T that, other things being equal, an exclusion of

'consequential loss'will be treated as applying to a loss which would otherwise be recoverable

under the second limb of the rule in Hadley v Baxendale. This really is a very narrow category.

The first limb sets out the common law default rule whereas the second limb is concerned with

losses which are unusual in the sense that they were within the contemplation of the party in

breach because they were brought to its attention prior to the contract. A good illustration is

Victoria Laundry (Windsor) Ltd v Newman lndustries Lfd.88 The plaintiffs, who carried on

business as launderers and dyers, purchased a boiler of considerable capacity from the

defendants for the purpose of expanding their operations. The plaintiffs sent a lorry to take

delivery but found that the boiler had been damaged. They therefore refused to take delivery

until repairs had been carried out and this caused a delay of some five months. The issue

before the English Gourt of Appeal was whether, in addition to a sum of €1'10 awarded by the

trial judge, the plaintiffs were entitled to claim in respect of the business profits which they

would have made had the boiler been delivered punctually. The plaintiffs said a very large

number of new customers could have been served and that a number of highly lucrative dyeing

84 Cf M A Eisenberg. 'Thc Enrcrgence of Dynamic Contract Law' (2000) 88 Culiftu'nia Luv,
Reviev 1743.

85 See Átfi'cd lt4cAlpine Construction Lttl v Paucttotvn Ltd [2000] 3 Wt.R 94(t a|959 per l,ord
Clyde (contrast belween 'conseqtrential losses' and losscs falling within the second linrb). But
cf .loseph & Co Pt-,- Ltd t, Ilarvest Groin Co Pt1, Ltd (1996) 39 NSWLR 722 at 728, 735 pet
Moore DCJ.

86

87

Sec generally J W Cartcr, 'Contractual lssues for Trustees' (2001) l7 .1CL214.

See ßritish Sugar PIc v NEI Powet' I'roiects Ltd (1997) 87 BLR 45; Deepak Fertiliscrs and
Petrochemicals Corp v ICI Chentical.s <Q Pol¡tmers Ltd U999j I Lloyd's Rep 387 at 402-3; BIlP
Petrolutm Ltd v ßritish Stcel PIc [999] 2 Lloyd's Rep 583 at 598 (affirmed without reference
to the point [2000] 2 l-loycl's Rep 277); Itotcl Services Ltd v Hilton Internqlionql Hotels Ltd
[20001 Bl-R 235. See also Frunk Davic.s Pt¡, ¿7¿ v Container Høulage Group Ptlt ¿7¿ (1989) 98
FLR 289 at 3 I 3.

88 [te4e] 2 KB s2B.
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contracts for the Ministry of Supply would have been available to them. The court held that the

judge was wrong not to award some 'general (and perhaps conjectural) sum for loss of

business in respect of dyeing contracts to be reasonably expected';89 Or, it rejected the claim

to recover specifically the profit on contracts with the Ministry for the reason that the defendants

had no knowledge of that business.

The approach of the exclusion clause cases produces results which may surprise most

commercial people. Assume that A supplies a defective machine to B for $5,000. The defect in

the machine is such that it is liable to explode when used for more than an hour at a time.

Assume then that B uses the machine for more than an hour and that the explosion causes a

fire which razes A's $5m factory to the ground. A's claim for damages equal to the value of the

factory (or the cost of its rebuilding) would not be affected by an exclusion of 'consequential

loss', because the claim will be made under the first limb of the rule in Hadtey v Baxendate.90

Of course, a trustee can take comfort from this because it is more likely to be concerned with

exclusion clauses which protect contractors from consequential loss than to exclude its own

responsibility for consequential loss.

(d) lndemnity

lndemnities have variety of objectives. Traditionally, the most common indemnity is against

third party claims. Such clauses do not raise any issue of principle. However, a trustee should

always try to obtain such an indemnity and at the same time resist giving it!

The type of indemnity which is becoming increasingly common is the party-party

indemnity which requires one party to indemnify the other in relation to various events including

the indemnifier's breach of contract.9l ln essence, the effect of such a provision is to replace

the common law rules on damages with an indemnity obligation. At least that is the assumption.

However, such clauses are also associated with exclusions which are commonly drafted in

terms of damages liability, such as an exclusion of consequential loss. This may in particular

cases suggest that they are not really indemnities at all, but simply agreements on how contract

damages should be assessed.

89 [1949] 2 KB 528 ar 543 per Asquith LJ.

90 Cf IIHP Petroleum Ltctv ßriti.sh Stcel Plc: [99912 Lloyd's Rep 583 (affirmed [2000] 2 Lloycl's
Rep277).

9l Another type of indenrnity is sim¡rly an exch.rsion clause in clisguise. This is a provision which
states that party A will indenrnify parry B against any loss arising frorn a breach of contract or
negligence by party B. Such indcmnitics do not appcar common today.
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lf the clause is intended to be a genuine indemnity, it is difficult to understand an

exclusion of consequential loss. This is because the objective of an indemnity is to ensure that

the indemnifier is responsible for all losses, whether consequential or not. Although clauses of

this type do not regularly come before the courts, it would appear that remoteness of damage is

not relevant to recovery on an indemnity. Rather, the concern is simply with loss or damage

caused by a breach of the indemnity.

lf a trustee gives an indemnity of this type, it should attempt to ensure that the

indemnity reflects its own indemnity under the trust instrument. This may be difficult because

there is no a priori reason why the liability of a trustee to a contractor should match exactly its

ability to claim on its own indemnity. That leads to the question whether a trustee is likely to

face gaps in its risk management.

4. Risk Management Gaps

(a) lntroduction

ln this section I discuss briefly two potential sources of gaps in the trustee's risk management

strategy. One is an impact of the discussion above of exclusion clauses. The other relates to

the problems inherent in trying to ensure that the liability of a trustee vis a vis a contractor is

more or less back-to-back with the indemnity.

(b) lmpact of statute

The only area of statute which needs to be discussed from the contract perspective is the

validity of exclusion clauses.92

As I noted earlier, the courts in their wisdom have treated liability for breach of s 52 of

the TPA as sacrosanct. One way that effect has been given to that wisdom is to treat

exclusions as invalid if they seek to qualify liability for breach of s 52. Therefore, an exclusion or

limitation of liability which would as a matter of construction be applicable to liability for

misleading or deceptive conduct will be treated as ineffective. The same is generally true of

disclaimers. However, if a disclaimer is brought to the contractor's attention before contract

negotiation commences the clause may be effective if it prevents the other party being misled.

On the other hand, there appears to be no form of exclusion clause which can be used to limit

liability to a contractor who has been misled.

92 Bccausc thc conccrn is rvith rvhcther any exclusiorrs which opelatc for the benefit of the trustee
are valid, we ntay ignore statutory restrictiorrs on the use of exclusions in the context of the
supply ol'goods or sel'vices.
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I am not sure that this approach to exclusions is a major concern for trustees. So long

as they are entitled to be indemnified in relation to their liability for misleading or deceptive

conduct they should have no residual personal liability. On the other hand, if the extent of a

trustee indemnity in favour of a contractor is not limited to the trust assets, there is a potential

shortfall.

Given that liability for misleading or deceptive conduct cannot be excluded, there may

be good reasons - depending of course on the nature of the trust - to have compliance

procedures in place to ensure that no misleading or deceptive conduct occurs.

(c) Back-to-back arrangements

It is easy to say that the trustee should ensure that its liability to a contractor is more or less

back-to-back with the indemnity. lt is (l assume) more difficult in practice to obtain a

contractor's agreement to that position.

From a contractor's perspective, insisting on a back-to-back arrangement suffers from

a major weakness. This weakness is that if for some reason the trustee loses the benefit of the

indemnity, the contractor will cease to have a claim against the trustee. ln one situation at least

this could not occur. lf the trustee is fraudulent in its dealings with the contractor, but the

contractor is innocent, the trustee will remain personally liable to the contractor even if the

contract purports to limit the trustee's liability to losses for which it is entitled to be indemnified

out of the trust. This is because the law does not permit the trustee to exclude its liability for

common law deceit.93

A breach of trust is, however, a different matter entirely. lf the trustee's indemnity from

the trust ceases to apply if a breach of trust is committed, the contractor will have a major

concern with any clause in the contract which makes the liability of the trustee to the contractor

contingent on the trustee being entitled to claim on the indemnity. Now, of course, a trustee

might well be prepared to agree that the back-to-back limitation does not apply if there is a

breach of trust. However, a decision to agree to that must be a considered decision. A breach

of trust may occur in a wide variety of circumstances. lt is not at all uncommon (l understand)

for trustees regularly to commit breaches of trust, for example, because the trust deed has got

out of date and is not a totally accurate reflection of what the trustee does for lhe benefit of the

beneficiaries. Because such breaches, although intentional, are for the benefit of the

93 See .S Peariro n & Son l,tcl t, Dtil,tlin Corp ll907l AC 3-5 I
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beneficiaries, the trustee is not at risk vis a vis the beneficiaries. However, it may well be

exposed - personally - to the third party unless the right of indemnity applies to a breach of

trust.

Although I appreciate that there may be commercial difficulties for a trustee in doing so,

the only way out of these problems is for the trustee to insist on back-to-back arrangements

with a limited carve out. One element of that limited carve out might be for actual fraud.

Although, as explained above, this would be implied at common law, there may be a good

reason for replicating the common law position. Because of the potential liability of a trustee for

equitabte fraud, to have no carve out for fraud might imply that the trustee remains liable to the

contractor if it is unable to claim on its indemnity due to equitable fraud. A simple carve out for

'fraud' would on the same basis be ambiguous. A reference to actual fraud (common law

deceit) should make the position clear.94

This is, I understand, a context in which the concept of 'gross negligence' is sometimes

used. Although in the contract world little is heard of the concept, it is a familiar concept in the

trustee context9S and it may give additional comfort for the contractor if the back-to-back

limitation is subject to a carve out which includes gross negligence. Of course, it goes without

saying that a contractor who agrees that the trustee's liability is limited by the trustee's

indemnity will want to examine the terms of that indemnity.

Finally, I should return briefly to restitution. lt may be unclear whether a trustee who is

required to make restitution of a benefit - such as a payment made under mistake - is

entitled to claim on its indemnity. lf that is the case, and the trustee has not succeeded in

having back{o-back arrangements, there may be a gap for the trustee to fill from its own

assets. Accordingly, any exclusion clause in the contract with the contractor should make it

clear that it applies to claims in restitution. The courts have shown a tendency to read general

exclusions as inapplicable to claims in restitution.96

5. Gonclusion

I think that the appropriate conclusion for this paper is a restatement of the factors which a

trustee should take into account when negotiating a contract with a contractor.

94 Cl Armitug<,,t, Nur.sc 11998] Clt24l.
95 Cf Armitage v Nurse t l99Sl Ch24l.
e6 See lezziConstuctio¡t:; Pt.t'Ltd ,- ll/qtkins Pacific (Qtd) Pt-v Ltdll995l2 Qd R 350.
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First, the overall objective is to ensure that so far as possible any personal liability of

the trustee to a contractor is matched by an ability to have recourse to its right of indemnig

from the trust assets.

Second, particular attention must be given to the most likely sources of liability. As

mentioned, exclusion of liability for consequential loss may be problematic. Therefore, if the

trustee considers that it has a real potential for exposure above and beyond the contract price,

a simpler approach is to limit its liability to a cap, namely, the trust assets.

Third, the form of drafting should reflect the objectives of the clauses. Generally,

exclusion clauses are more usefulthan disclaimers.

Fourth, the relationship between objectives and what can legally be achieved in

drafting must be considered. Because liability for misleading or deceptive conduct cannot be

excluded, in practice a trustee must take steps to prevent such conduct occurring.

Finally, because of the need to ensure that its liability to a contractor is more or less

back-to-back with the indemnity, the trustee must be astute in identifying situations where it will

not be covered by the indemnity. Given that restitution is a fairly recent development, it may be

important for a trustee to confirm that the indemnity is expressed in terms which make it

applicable to a restitutionary liability.
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